INTRODUCTION

METHOD OF OPERATING A HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAY FOR PREVENTION OF MOTION SICKNESS

Operating a switchable head-mounted display apparatus includes: providing a head-mounted display that includes a switchable viewing area that switches between a transparent state and an information display state; operating the head-mounted display in the information viewing state to display image-sequence information; analyzing the image-sequence information to produce a signal estimating the propensity of the image-sequence information to induce motion sickness or symptoms of motion sickness in the user; and modifying the image-sequence information or the state of at least a portion of the switchable viewing area in response to the signal to reduce the propensity of the image-sequence information to induce motion sickness or symptoms of motion sickness in the user.
METHOD OF OPERATING A HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAY FOR PREVENTION OF MOTION SICKNESS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to a head-mounted display. More particularly, the present invention relates to a control method for reducing motion sickness when using such a display in response to image content displayed on the head-mounted display.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Head-mounted displays are widely used in gaming and training applications. Such head-mounted displays typically use electronically controlled displays mounted on a pair of glasses or a helmet with supporting structures such as ear, neck, or head pieces that are worn on a user's head. Displays are built into the glasses together with suitable optics to present electronic imagery to a user's eyes.

Most head-mounted displays provide an immersive effect in which scenes from the real world are obscured and the user can see, or is intended to see, only the imagery presented by the displays. In the present application, immersive displays are considered to be those displays that are intended to obscure a user's view of the real world to present information to the user from the display.

Immersive displays can include cameras to capture images of the scene in front of the user so that this image information can be combined with other images to provide a combined image of the scene where portions of the scene image have been replaced to create a virtual image of the scene. In such an arrangement, the display area is opaque. Such displays are commercially available, for example from Vuzix Corporation.

United States Patent Application Publication 2007/0237491 presents a head-mounted display that can be changed between an opaque mode where image information is presented and a see-through mode where the image information is not presented and the display is transparent. This mode change is accomplished by a manual switch that is operated by the user's hand or a face-muscle motion. This head-mounted display is either opaque or fully transparent.
Head-mounted displays can provide a see-through display for an augmented-reality view in which real-world scenes are visible to a user but additional image information is overlaid on the real-world scenes. Such an augmented-reality view is provided by helmet mounted displays found in military applications and by heads-up displays (HUDs) in the windshields of automobiles or aircraft. In this case, the display area is transparent. FIG. 10 shows a typical prior-art head-mounted display that is a see-through head-mounted display apparatus 10 in a glasses format. The head-mounted display apparatus 10 includes: ear pieces 14 to locate the device on the user's head; lens areas 12 that have variable occlusion members 7; microprojectors 8 and control electronics 9 to provide image information to at least the variable occlusion members 7.

U.S. Patent No. 6,829,095 describes a device with a see-through display apparatus 10 or augmented-reality display in a glasses format where image information is presented within the lens areas 12 of the glasses. The lens areas 12 of the glasses in this patent include waveguides to carry the image information to be displayed from an image source, with a built-in array of partially reflective surfaces to reflect the information out of the waveguide in the direction of the user's eyes. FIG. 11A shows a cross-section of the lens area 12 including: a waveguide 13; partial reflectors 3 along with; a microprojector 8 to supply a digital image; light rays 4 passing from the microprojector 8, through the waveguide 13, partially reflecting off the partial reflectors 3 and continuing onto the user's eye 2. As seen in FIG. 11A, light rays 5 from the ambient environment pass through the waveguide 13 and partial reflectors 3 as well as the transparent surrounding area of the lens area 12 to combine with the light 4 from the microprojector 8 and continue on to the user's eye 2 to form a combined image. The combined image in the area of the partial reflectors 3 is extra bright because light is received by the user's eye 2 from both the microprojector 8 and light rays 5 from the ambient environment.

U.S. Patent No. 7,710,655 describes a variable occlusion member that is attached to a see-through display as a layer in an area in which image information is presented by the display. The layer of the variable occlusion
member is used to limit the ambient light that passes through the see-through display from the external environment. The variable occlusion layer is adjusted from dark to light in response to the brightness of the ambient environment to maintain desirable viewing conditions. FIG. 10 shows a variable occlusion member 7 located in the center of the lens area 12 wherein the variable occlusion member 7 is in a transparent state so that scene light can pass through the variable occlusion member 7 to a viewer's eyes. FIG. 11A shows a variable occlusion member 7 wherein the variable occlusion member 7 is in a transparent state. In contrast, FIG. 11B shows a cross-section of a variable occlusion member 7 in relation to the waveguide 13 and the partial reflectors 3 wherein the variable occlusion member 7 is in a darkened state so that light rays 5 from the ambient environment are substantially blocked in the area of the variable occlusion member 7 and light rays 5 from the ambient environment only pass through the transparent surrounding area of lens area 12 to continue on the user's eye 2. As a result, the combined image seen by the user is not overly bright in the area of the variable occlusion member 7 because substantially only light from the microprojector is seen in that area. FIG. 12 illustrates the variable occlusion member 7 in a dark state. Although image quality is improved by the method of U.S. Patent No. 7,710,655, further improvements are needed to address motion sickness.

Motion sickness is a significant obstacle for users of immersive and virtual reality systems and head-mounted displays, limiting their widespread adoption despite their advantages in a range of applications in gaming and entertainment, military, education, medical therapy and augmented reality.

Motion sickness or simulator sickness is a known problem for immersive displays because the user cannot see the environment well. As a result, motion on the part of a user, for example head motion, does not correspond to motion on the part of the display or imagery presented to the user by the display. This is particularly true for displayed video sequences that incorporate images of moving scenes that do not correspond to a user's physical motion. Motion-sickness symptoms are
known to occur in users wearing head-mounted displays during head or body motion, as well as when watching content or playing computer games for a relatively prolonged period even without head or body motion.

"Motion sickness" is the general term describing a group of common symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, dizziness, vertigo, disorientation, sweating, fatigue, ataxia, fullness of stomach, pallor. Although sea-, car-, and airsickness are the most commonly experienced examples, these symptoms were discovered in other situations such as watching movies, video, in flight simulators, or in space. There are presently several conflicting theories trying to explain motion sickness and its variants. Three main theories are summarized below.

First, sensory conflict theory explains motion sickness symptoms as appearing when people are exposed to conditions of exogenous (non-volitional) motion and sensory rearrangement, when the rules which define the normal relationships between body movements and the resulting neural inflow to the central nervous system have been systematically changed. When the central nervous system receives sensory information concerning the orientation and movement of the body which is unexpected or unfamiliar in the context of motor intentions and previous sensory-motor experience, and this condition persists for a relatively long time, motion sickness typically results. In the case of flight simulators and wide-screen movie theaters that create immersive visual experience, visual cues to motion are not matched by the usual pattern of vestibular and proprioceptive cues to body acceleration, which leads to motion sickness. Previous sensory motor experience also plays a role in the severity of the effects. Sensory conflict results from a mismatch between actual and anticipated sensory signals. In each specific experiential situation, different sensory signals can play a role and therefore different mitigation strategies can be proposed, though vestibular, motor and visual systems are being recognized among the main sources for the sensory conflict.
Second, the poison theory attempts to explain motion-sickness phenomena from an evolutionary standpoint. It suggests that the ingestion of poison causes physiological effects involving the coordination of the visual, vestibular and other sensory input systems. They act as an early-warning system, which enhances survival by removing the contents of the stomach. Stimulation that is occurring in virtual and other environments, consequently associated with motion sickness provokes reaction of the visual and vestibular systems in such a way that it is misinterpreted by the body as resulting from the ingestion of some type of toxic substance and therefore causes motion sickness symptoms.

Third, the postural instability theory is based on the supposition that one of the primary behavioral goals in humans is to maintain postural stability in the environment, which is defined as the state with the minimized uncontrolled movements of perception and action systems. This postural stability depends on the surrounding environment. If the environment changes abruptly or significantly, postural control will be lost or diminished, especially if a person's experience with such an environment is limited or lacking. In such a case, the person will be in a state of postural instability till the control strategy is learned and postural stability attained. Therefore, the postural instability theory states that the cause of motion sickness lies in prolonged postural instability, wherein the severity of the symptoms increases with the duration of the instability. A number of environmental situations can induce long periods of postural instability: low frequency vibration; weightlessness; changing relationships between the gravito-inertial force vector and the surface of support; and altered specificity, the factor that is relevant to motion sickness and other conditions when there is no obvious body motion. In these cases, visual characteristics (visual scene motion, optical flow, accelerations, for example) are unrelated to the constraints on control of body, therefore postural control strategies for gaining postural stability will not work. For example, a subject can use muscular force or even subtle movements to respond to visually perceived situations that do not correspond to the real physical
environment, evoking thus a deviation from a stable position and causing postural instability. Other theories suggest eye movements or propose multi-factor explanations of motion sickness.

Motion sickness that occurs in the absence of body or head motion are of special interest and importance since head-mounted displays are becoming wide-spread for gaming applications, virtual-reality systems, and as personal viewing devices. Military flight simulators users develop signs and symptoms normally associated with classic motion sickness, such as nausea, pallor, sweating, or disorientation. In these cases, users have a compelling sense of self motion through moving visual imagery. This phenomenon has been referred to as "visually-induced motion sickness" to underscore its dependence on the visual stimulation in contrast to other symptoms collectively referred to as "asthenopia" and expressed as eyestrain, headache and blurred vision. Motion sickness depends at least in part on properties of visual stimulation. Visual scene motion and scene kinematics roughly corresponding to roll, pitch and flow present in the visual imagery correlates with sickness symptoms of nausea, disorientation and oculo-motor discomfort.

The illusion of self motion, referred to as vection, can lead to disorientation, one of the symptoms of motion sickness and has been cited as a key indicator of sickness symptoms in simulators and VR systems. In addition to low-level visual features influencing self-motion perception in virtual-reality systems, high-level cognitive factors have been shown to increase the illusion. The high degree of naturalism of the large distant visual surroundings in immersive environments that signifies "global scene consistency", that is the coherence of a scene layout with our natural environment, led to the increased likelihood of inducing vection.

Other modalities such as moving sounds which match visually presented landmarks were shown to enhance vection in virtual reality. Similarly, adding slight vibrations like the ones resulting from actual chair rotation increased the frequency and intensity of vection in auditory self motion simulation. The
effects of physical (haptic) stimuli to improve spatial orientation and reduce postural instability and vection have been a subject of research. Other signal modalities can also be envisioned to help counteract adverse symptoms, such as, for example, a thermal signal generating a sensation of warmth.

Despite voluminous research on motion sickness and related conditions, a solution to the problem has not yet been found, though several strategies have been suggested in the prior art to reduce the problem. For example, an invention disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 6,497,649 by Parker et. al describes a method for displaying an independent visual background including visual cues that are matched to the perception of motion by the vestibular system. The motion perceived by the vestibular system is detected by electromechanical sensors, the output of which is transformed through a perceptual model to produce perceptually relevant signals. The independent visual background is based upon these signals and is used to alleviate motion, simulator and virtual environment sickness. The method was designed primarily for the users of virtual reality and immersive systems and was shown to help when presented in the center of the visual field which essentially disrupts a viewing experience in a rather unnatural way. Similarly limited to a specific condition is an invention described in U.S. Patent No. 7,128,705 by Brendley et. al disclosing a motion-coupled visual environment for the prevention or reduction of motion and simulator sickness to address the problems encountered by a user on a moving platform. The invention operates by sensing and signaling the inertial movement of the platform, displaying a window for the user to focus on, and moving the window in a way that correlates the perceived motion with the sensed inertial motion.

U.S. Patent No. 6,497,649 discloses a method for reducing motion sickness produced by head movements when viewing a head-mounted immersive display. The patent describes the presentation of a texture field surrounding the displayed image information, wherein the texture field is moved in response to head movements of the user. This patent is directed at immersive displays.
The detrimental impact of motion sickness symptoms on the user and existing limitations of the solutions on one hand, and desirability and potential utility of head worn displays on the other hand, underscore the need to develop better methods to alleviate motion-sicknesses that take into consideration content information and subjects’ characteristics and which can operate even when no subject motion is expected.

Motion sickness is less of an issue for augmented-reality displays since the user can see the environment better, however, the imaging experience is not suitable for viewing high-quality images such as movies with a see-through display due to competing image information from the external scene and a resulting degradation in contrast and general image quality. Additionally, higher-quality video can contribute to an increased probability of visually induced motion sickness symptoms.

There is a need, therefore, for an improved head-mounted display that enables viewing of high-quality image information with reduced motion sickness and improved viewing comfort for the user.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

In accordance with the present invention, there is provided a method of operating a switchable head-mounted display apparatus, comprising:

- providing a head-mounted display, the head-mounted display including a switchable viewing area that is switched between a transparent viewing state and an information viewing state, wherein the transparent viewing state is transparent so that a user of the head-mounted display views at least a portion of the scene outside the head-mounted display in the user's line of sight and wherein the information viewing state is opaque and the user views information displayed in the switchable viewing area;
- operating the head-mounted display in the information viewing state to display image-sequence information;
- analyzing the image-sequence information to produce a signal estimating the propensity of the image-sequence information to induce motion sickness or symptoms of motion sickness in the user; and

...
modifying the image-sequence information or the state of at least a portion of the switchable viewing area in response to the signal to reduce the propensity of the image-sequence information to induce motion sickness or symptoms of motion sickness in the user.

The present invention provides an improved head-mounted display that enables viewing of high-quality image information with reduced motion sickness and improved viewing comfort for the user.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The above and other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent when taken in conjunction with the following description and drawings, wherein identical reference numerals have been used, where possible, to designate identical features that are common to the figures, and wherein:

FIG. 1 is an illustration of a heads-up display useful in an embodiment of the present invention;

FIGS. 2A-2F are sequential illustrations of a switchable viewing area with portions reduced in size for displaying information according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIGS. 3A-3E are sequential illustrations of a switchable viewing area with displayed information having relative contrast changes according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4A is a switchable viewing area with an artificial horizon according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4B is a switchable viewing area with a grid according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5A is a schematic of a switchable viewing area with a single independently controllable region useful in an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5B is a schematic of a switchable viewing area with multiple independently controllable regions forming a one-dimensional array of rectangles useful in an embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 6A-6E are sequential illustrations of a switchable viewing area with displayed information panned across the area useful in an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7A is a schematic of a cross-section of a lens area of a heads-up display in an embodiment of the invention with multiple regions shown in a darkened state;

FIG. 7B is a schematic of a cross-section of a lens area of a heads-up display in an embodiment of the invention with multiple regions wherein some of the regions are shown in a transparent state and other regions are shown in a darkened state;

FIG. 8A is a schematic of a switchable viewing area with a two-dimensional array of independently controllable rectangles useful in an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8B is a cross section of a switchable viewing area with a two-dimensional array of independently controllable rectangles useful in an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a flow graph illustrating a method of an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is an illustration of a prior-art heads-up display with a variable occlusion member in a transparent state;

FIG. 11A is a schematic of a cross-section of a prior-art lens area of the heads-up display and the associated light from the microprojector and from the ambient environment with a variable occlusion member in a transparent state;

FIG. 11B is a schematic of a cross-section of a prior-art lens area of the heads-up display and the associated light from the microprojector and from the ambient environment with a variable occlusion member in a darkened state; and

FIG. 12 is an illustration of a prior-art heads-up display with a variable occlusion member in a darkened state.

Because the various layers and elements in the drawings have greatly different sizes, the drawings are not to scale.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

A wide variety of head-mounted displays are known in the art. The head-mounted displays include a microprojector or image scanner to provide image information, relay optics to focus and transport the light of the image information to the display device and a display device that is viewable by the user's eyes. Head-mounted displays can provide image information to one eye of the user or both eyes of the user. Head-mounted displays that present image information to both eyes of the user can have one or two microprojectors. Monoscopic viewing in which the same image information is presented to both eyes is done with head-mounted displays that have one or two microprojectors. Stereoscopic viewing typically requires a head-mounted display that has two microprojectors.

The microprojectors include image sources to provide the image information to the head-mounted display. A variety of image sources are known in the art including, for example, organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays, liquid crystal displays (LCDs), or liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) displays.

The relay optics can include refractive lenses, reflective lenses, diffractive lenses, holographic lenses or waveguides. For a see-through display the display should permit at least a partial view of the ambient environment or scene outside the head-mounted display within the user's line of sight along with the image information or digital image(s) provided by the image source. Suitable displays known in the art in which a digital image is presented for viewing by a user include a device or surface including waveguides, polarized reflecting surfaces, partially reflecting surfaces, or switchable mirrors. The present invention concerns display devices that are useable as see-through displays and that are useable to present image-sequence information to a user. The image-sequence information includes a sequence of images such as a video or a series of still images. Additionally, image sequence information can include images with text, such as for example text pages with or without pictorial, graphical and or video information.
According to an embodiment of the present invention, image-sequence information is presented to a user through a head-mounted display device. The head-mounted display includes a viewing area that is switchable between a transparent viewing state and an information viewing state. The content of the image-sequence information is analyzed to estimate the propensity of the image-sequence information content to induce motion sickness or motion-sickness-related symptoms. Depending on the estimate, the image information is modified or the state of at least a portion of the switchable viewing area is modified.

More specifically and as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 9 according to an embodiment of the present invention, the head-mounted display 10 is provided in step 100 that includes lens areas 12 with a switchable viewing area 11 that is switched between a transparent viewing state and an information viewing state. The transparent viewing state is transparent so that a user of the head-mounted display 10 views at least a portion of the scene outside the head-mounted display 10 in the user's line of sight. The information viewing state is opaque over at least a portion of the display area and the user views information displayed in the switchable viewing area 11. The head-mounted display 10 is operated in step 105 in the information viewing state to display image-sequence information in step 110. Head-mounted display 10 includes an image source or microprojector 8 and control electronics 9 that are mounted on ear pieces 14 or in other locations of the head-mounted display 10. The image-sequence information is analyzed in step 115 to produce a signal estimating the propensity of the image-sequence information to induce motion sickness or symptoms of motion sickness in the user. The image-sequence information or the state of at least a portion of the switchable viewing area 11 is modified in response to the signal to reduce the propensity of the image-sequence information to induce motion sickness or symptoms of motion sickness in the user in steps 120 and 125, respectively. The user can then operate the head-mounted display 10 and view the image-sequence information with greater comfort for longer periods of time.
In various embodiments of the present invention, the image-sequence information analysis includes a variety of image-processing operations. In one embodiment, the analysis includes identifying moving objects in the image-sequence information and the signal corresponds to the number and types of moving objects, features or scene changes. In another embodiment, the analysis includes determining parameters of moving objects in the image-sequence information and the signal corresponds to the parameters of the moving objects, features or parts of objects and texture elements including: velocity, acceleration, velocity distribution, range or magnitude of motion, rotational movements, colors of objects, and contrast between the objects and the scene. In a further embodiment, the analysis includes determining the velocity, acceleration, direction, duration of motion, range of motion, or optical flow in the image-sequence information and the signal corresponds to the velocity, acceleration, direction, duration of motion, range of motion or optical flow in the image-sequence information. In yet another embodiment, the analysis includes computing the propensity of the image-sequence information to provide the illusion of self-motion in a user. Algorithms are known in the prior art for calculating these image-sequence information attributes using software executing on a computer, for example an embedded computer having a central processing unit, memory, software, and input/output capability.

According to embodiments of the present invention, a variety of modifications to the operation of the head-mounted display are effective in reducing user motion sickness. In one embodiment, the modification includes changing presentation parameters of the switchable viewing area as a function of the propensity signal estimated by the analysis. Presentation parameters include attributes of the switchable viewing area such as relative transparency of portions of the switchable viewing area. For example, in an embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 2A-2F, the modification includes reducing the size of the portion in which image-sequence information is displayed in the switchable viewing area. As shown in FIGS. 2A-2F, a portion of the switchable viewing area in the information viewing state is decreased because a portion of the switchable viewing area in the transparent viewing state is increased. In an
alternative, the portion 16 remains in the information viewing state but no information is shown, for example as a dark or light field. In another alternative, only still information is shown in the portion 16.

Other embodiments are also included in the present invention. In one embodiment, the modification includes switching the portion 15 of the switchable viewing area 11 from the information viewing state to the transparent viewing state based on the signal. In another embodiment, the modification includes increasing the transparency of the entire switchable viewing area 11 over time. In this embodiment, any information shown in the switchable viewing area 11 is visually combined with a view of the external scene as the transparency of the switchable viewing area 11 increases. This embodiment are combined, for example, with changes in the size of the portion 15 in FIGS. 2A-2F that is used to show information, so that that as the portion 15 decreases, the portion 16 of the switchable viewing area 11 becomes transparent. The modifications in head-mounted display operation are implemented by electronic circuits that control the head-mounted display, as described further below.

According to other embodiments of the present invention, a variety of modifications to the image-sequence information are effective in reducing user motion sickness. In one embodiment, the modification includes increasing the transparency of the image-sequence information displayed in the switchable viewing area 11. By increasing the transparency is meant that the brightness or contrast of the image-sequence information in the head-mounted display 10 is decreased relative to the brightness of an external scene as seen by the user in the see-through portion of the head-mounted display 10 that is in the transparent state. This is illustrated in sequential FIGS. 3A-3E with background information that changes from a dark background, illustrating a relatively high contrast information viewing state (as shown in FIG. 3A), to a light background illustrating a relatively low contrast information viewing state (as shown in FIG. 3E) in comparison to the transparent viewing state.
In another embodiment, the modification includes decreasing the similitude of the image-sequence information displayed in the switchable viewing area 11 to the external scene in the user's line of sight. According to various embodiments, decreasing the similitude can include changing the sharpness of the image-sequence information, adding noise to or subtracting noise from the image-sequence information, increasing or decreasing the pixelation of the image-sequence information, or changing the brightness, color saturation, or contrast of the image-sequence information. Image-processing circuitry, such as embedded computers executing software can implement modifications to image-sequence information.

In yet another embodiment of the present invention, the modification includes adding additional information to the image-sequence information. Referring to FIG. 4A in one embodiment, the additional information is an artificial or actual horizon 17 in the image-sequence information. In another embodiment shown in FIG. 4B, the modification includes providing a fixed grid 18 in the image-sequence information.

In yet another embodiment, the modification includes providing a physical signal to the user including: a stable audio tone or a steady and localized tactile sensation to the user, for example, light haptic signals applied to a finger tip, toe, or foot sole. Generating such a physical signal when the user of the head mounted display 10 is viewing motion sickness-prone visual content, can counteract postural changes leading to motion-sickness symptoms. In other embodiments of the present invention, other physical signal modalities such as thermal signals leading to a sensation of warmth or cold can also be applied in conjunction with other physical signals or separately to reduce postural instability and thereby reduce the propensity for motion sickness while using the head-mounted display 10. The thermal signal is applied for example through a heating element embedded in the system. In embodiments that use these types of physical signals, signal-generating devices are placed on the parts of the head-mounted display 10, integrated within the head-mounted display system, or be used as separate devices mounted on the clothes, shoes, accessories, or directly applied on
the body and operated electronically through a control circuit or computer. Image-processing circuitry, such as embedded computers executing software, adds information to image-sequence information. Transducers under computer control can provide physical signals such as a stable audio tone, a localized thermal signal, or a steady and localized tactile sensation to the user.

In other embodiments of the present invention, the modification is a function of the user-exposure duration, i.e., the length of time that a user is exposed to or uses the head-mounted display 10. In other embodiments, the modification is responsive to individual preferences and susceptibilities. For example, a user can have user attributes and the modification is a function of the user attributes. The user attributes can include age, gender, race, and individual susceptibility to motion sickness or motion sickness symptoms. Exposure duration are calculated by electronic circuits having a clock that measures time durations from specific events, such as beginning or ending the use of the head-mounted display 10. The calculated exposure duration is electronically provided to a control circuit or computer to control an image sequence or the operation of the head-mounted display 10. Such electronic circuits or computer control devices are known in the art. User attributes are provided by a user through a computer user interface or taken from a previously stored user attribute database. The user attribute information thus provided is accessed by an electronic circuit or computer controller to control the image-sequence information or operate the head-mounted display. User attributes are known either from a prior experience, rated on the spot and incorporated into a user profile associated with the head-mounted display 10, measured prior to the first usage, or gradually learned through usage of a particular user.

In one embodiment of the present invention, the viewing area of the head-mounted display 10 includes a switchable viewing area 11 that includes a single switchable area that is switched from a substantially opaque information state (e.g., having a light transmission in the visible range less than 20%) to a substantially transparent state (e.g., having a light transmission in the visible range greater than 50%) or vice versa. FIG. 5A shows a schematic diagram of the
switchable viewing area 11 including a single switchable area that is controlled with a single control signal from a controller 32 by control wires 35 to a transparent electrode 37 and a transparent backplane electrode 38 on the switchable viewing area 11 in the lens area 12. The transparent electrodes 37 and 38 are separated by an electrically responsive material 39 such as a liquid crystal cell layer, a polymer-stabilized liquid-crystal layer, a switchable-reflective-material layer or an electrochromic layer. The lens area 12 of the head-mounted display apparatus 22 is made entirely of the switchable area 11 or alternately the lens area 12 is made of a first portion that is the switchable area 11 and a second portion that is not switchable and is substantially transparent.

In another embodiment of the invention, the switchable viewing area 11 includes a series of independently controllable rectangular regions 33 that extend across the viewing area. FIG. 5B shows a schematic diagram of the lens area 12 having the switchable viewing area 11 that is controlled by the controller 32 (for example, part of control electronics) and connected by a series of wires 34 connected to a series of rectangular transparent electrodes 36 forming rectangular regions 33 arranged across the lens area 12 and a single backplane transparent electrode 38 connected with control wire 35. Again, the transparent electrodes 36 and 38 are separated by an electrically responsive material 39. In this embodiment of the invention, each of the rectangular regions 33 is switched independently (also shown in FIG. 1). In other embodiments, transparent electrodes 36 are shaped in other ways to provide a variety of independently controllable switchable areas.

FIGS. 6A to 6E illustrate successive stages of controlling a one-dimensional array of independently controllable rectangular regions (e.g. 33 in FIG. 5B) in a lens area with the controller 32. In this illustration, spatially adjacent independently controllable switchable viewing areas 11 are successively switched to gradually change the display area from one state showing image sequence information to another state showing a real-world scene with objects 62.

In this embodiment, the controller 32 simultaneously controls one of the independently controllable switchable viewing areas 11 to be at least partially
transparent while another of the independently controllable switchable viewing areas 11 is opaque. Furthermore, each of the independently controllable switchable viewing areas 11 is switched at a different time or in response to a different level of the signal.

FIGS. 7A and 7B are cross sections of the lens area 12 including the waveguide 13 with independently controllable rectangular regions 33 in the light-absorbing or light-reflecting (information) state (FIG. 7A) or with one independently controllable rectangular region 33 in the transmissive (transparent) state (FIG. 7B) so that ambient light rays 5 are either occluded by the independently controllable rectangular regions 33 or pass through the independently controllable rectangular regions 33. In either case, light rays 4 from the microprojector 8 travel through the waveguide 13 and are reflected from the partial reflectors 3 to the user's eye 2.

The transition from the information state to the transparent state in the switchable viewing area 11 is made gradually and in a variety of ways, according to various embodiments of the present invention. In one embodiment, the image information displayed on the switchable viewing area 11 is moved to pan across the switchable viewing area 11 and portions of the switchable viewing area 11 are progressively switched from the information state to the transparent state until the image information is no longer displayed in the switchable viewing area 11 (e.g. as shown in FIGS. 6A-6E).

In other embodiments of the present invention, the transition of portions of the switchable viewing area 11 from the information state to the transparent state is made by fading from one state to the other or by an instantaneous switch. A gradual transition are made by applying an analog control signal of increasing or decreasing value, for example by applying an increasingly strong electric field. Alternatively, a gradual transition are made by applying a digital control signal, for example by using time-division multiplexing between a transparent state and an information state in which the switchable viewing area 11 is substantially opaque.
When in the information state, the switchable viewing area 11 is opaque or reflective, so that ambient light does not interfere with projected light rays carrying image information to the user's eye. When the switchable viewing area 11 is in the transparent state, the lens area need not be completely transparent. The entire lens area 12 is partially darkened to reduce the perceived brightness of the ambient environment similar to sunglasses. In cases where the ambient environment is dark or where the lens area 12 is partially darkened, the see-through image of the ambient environment is substantially less bright than the image information presented on the switchable viewing area 11. In one embodiment of the present invention, information is overlaid on the viewed real-world scene for example, as is done in an augmented-reality system. The overlaid information is semi-transparent so that the real-world scene is viewed through the information. The overlaid information is presented on the switchable viewing area 11 or on the region of the lens area 12 that surrounds the switchable viewing area 11.

As will be readily appreciated, according to various embodiments of the present invention, the head-mounted display apparatus 22 and the switchable viewing area 11 can also be switched from a transparent state to an information state and then back to a transparent state. In other cases, the switched state is left active, according to the needs of the user.

In a further embodiment of the invention, the switchable viewing area 11 includes a matrixed array of independently controllable portions across the switchable viewing area 11. FIG. 8A shows a schematic diagram of a matrixed array of independently controllable portions within the switchable viewing area 11. In this embodiment of the invention, lens area 12 can include a glass element, but not necessarily flat. The switchable array of portions includes two orthogonal one-dimensional arrays of transparent electrodes 36 formed on the glass with the electrically responsive material 39 such as a liquid crystal pi cell layer, a polymer stabilized liquid crystal layer or an electrochromic layer located between each of the transparent electrodes 36 in the array. The transparent electrodes are controlled with the controller 32 (that can include a computer or control
electronics) in a passive-matrix configuration as is well known in the display art. Alternatively, an active-matrix control method is used, as is also known in the display art (not shown). In either the active- or the passive-matrix control method, the transparent electrodes 36 are transparent, including for example, indium tin oxide or zinc oxide. The electrically responsive material 39 changes its optical state from a substantially opaque reflective or absorptive state to a transparent state in response to an applied electrical field provided by the controller 32 through the wires 34 to the transparent electrodes 36. Transparent electrodes are known in the art (e.g. ITO or aluminum zinc oxide). FIG. 8B shows a schematic diagram of a cross-section of a switchable viewing area 11 with a matrixed array of independently switchable regions and associated electrodes 36 and the electrically responsive material 39.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>user's eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>partial reflectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>light rays passing from the microprojector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>light rays from the ambient environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>variable occlusion member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>microprojector or image source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>control electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>head-mounted display apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>switchable viewing area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>lens area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>waveguide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ear pieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>switchable viewing area portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>switchable viewing area portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>artificial horizon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>fixed grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>head-mounted display apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>independently controllable rectangular regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>wires or buss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>control wires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>transparent electrodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>transparent electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>transparent backplane electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>electrically responsive material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>provide HMD step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>operate step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>display information step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>analyze information step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>modify information step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>modify operation step</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CLAIMS:

1. A method of operating a switchable head-mounted display apparatus, comprising:
   providing a head-mounted display, the head-mounted display including a switchable viewing area that is switched between a transparent viewing state and an information viewing state, wherein the transparent viewing state is transparent so that a user of the head-mounted display views at least a portion of the scene outside the head-mounted display in the user's line of sight and wherein the information viewing state is opaque and the user views information displayed in the switchable viewing area;
   operating the head-mounted display in the information viewing state to display image-sequence information;
   analyzing the image-sequence information to produce a signal estimating the propensity of the image-sequence information to induce motion sickness or symptoms of motion sickness in the user; and
   modifying the image-sequence information or the state of at least a portion of the switchable viewing area in response to the signal to reduce the propensity of the image-sequence information to induce motion sickness or symptoms of motion sickness in the user.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the analysis further includes identifying moving objects in the image-sequence information.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the analysis further includes determining parameters of moving objects in the image-sequence information.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the analysis further includes determining the velocity, acceleration, direction, magnitude, duration of motion, range of motion, or optical flow in the image-sequence information.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the analysis further includes computing the propensity of the image-sequence information to provide the illusion of self-motion in a user.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification includes changing presentation parameters of the switchable viewing area as a function of the signal.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification includes reducing the size of the area in which image-sequence information is displayed in the switchable viewing area.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification includes increasing the transparency of the switchable viewing area.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification includes switching the at least a portion of the switchable viewing area from the information viewing state to the transparent viewing state based on the signal.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification further includes increasing the transparency of the image-sequence information displayed in the switchable viewing area.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification includes decreasing the similitude of the image-sequence information displayed in the switchable viewing area to a real-world scene.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the modification includes changing the sharpness of the image-sequence information, adding noise to or subtracting noise from the image-sequence information, increasing or decreasing the pixelation of the image-sequence information, or changing the brightness, color saturation, or contrast of the image-sequence information.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification includes adding additional information to the image-sequence information.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the modification includes providing an artificial or actual horizon in the image-sequence information.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the modification includes providing a fixed grid in the image-sequence information.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification includes providing a stable audio tone or a steady and localized tactile sensation.
17. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification includes providing a thermal signal to induce a sensation of warmth in the user.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the modification is a function of the user exposure duration.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein the user has user attributes and the modification is a function of the user attributes.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the user attributes include age, gender, race, and individual susceptibility to motion sickness or motion sickness symptoms.
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